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This paper concerns lossy compression of images corrupted by additive noise. The main contribution of the paper is that analysis
is carried out from the viewpoint of compressed image visual quality. Several coders for which the compression ratio is controlled
in diﬀerent manner are considered. Visual quality metrics that are the most adequate for the considered application (WSNR,
MSSIM, PSNR-HVS-M, and PSNR-HVS) are used. It is demonstrated that under certain conditions visual quality of compressed
images can be slightly better than quality of original noisy images due to image filtering through lossy compression. The “optimal”
parameters of coders for which this positive eﬀect can be observed depend upon standard deviation of the noise. This allows
proposing automatic procedure for compressing noisy images in the neighborhood of optimal operation point, that is, when
visual quality either improves or degrades insuﬃciently. Comparison results for a set of grayscale test images and several variances
of noise are presented.
1. Introduction
Images are among the most widespread types of data trans-
ferred via communication channels displayed, manipulated
and saved in computers or other devices. The amount
of images is increasing rapidly which makes transferring
and storing them problematic because of several reasons,
such as a limited bandwidth of communication channel,
a limited memory space, a restricted time available for
transferring data to customers, and so forth. Due to this,
image compression is required [1, 2]. Lossless coding usually
does not produce suﬃcient compression ratios for many
practical applications. Although for certain applications,
such as medical imaging and hyperspectral remote sensing,
many experts consider lossy compression impossible or not
recommended [3, 4], nevertheless they are still used also for
these applications (see, for example, [3, 5–7] to mention a
few). In the rest of this paper by image compression we will
mean a lossy compression if not otherwise specified.
As it is known, image compression introduces visi-
ble distortions and artifacts making a compressed image
unpleasant. Since most of images are intended (subject)
to visualization, it is worth characterizing the quality of a
compressed image taking into account human visual system
(HVS) [8, 9]. Although conventional quantitative criteria
such as MSE and peak signal-to-noise ratio (PSNR) are
still widely used in design and comparisons of compression
techniques, it has been shown that MSE and PSNR do not
produce adequate description of the visual quality [1, 8–13].
Some peculiarities of HVS were taken into account in the
standard JPEG and there are the corresponding options in
JPEG2000 [8, 14, 15].
However, an intensive research continues in the area
of designing and testing visual quality metrics (indices)
[12, 16, 17]. This research seems to be far from being
complete, although there are many metrics that are able to
characterize visual quality of images subject to compres-
sion or corrupted by diﬀerent types of noise adequately
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enough. The best performance has been demonstrated by
the metrics PSNR-HVS-M [13], PSNR-HVS [11], WSNR
[18], and MSSIM [16] (see data for the subset Safe in
the paper [17]). (The codes for PSNR-HVS-M and PSNR-
HVS are available at http://www.ponomarenko.info/, the
codes for WSNR and MSSIM can be freely downloaded at
http://foulard.ece.cornell.edu/gaubatz/metrix mux/.)
In many applications it is not taken into account that
original image subject to compression could be noisy.
Meanwhile, lossy compression of noisy images has certain
peculiarities. Research on coders for compressing images
contaminated by intensive noise started for radar and astro-
nomic imagery in the middle of 1990th [19–22]. Later, results
of similar studies for grayscale optical images appeared
[23, 24]. It has been established that compression, under
certain conditions, also removes noise from the image to
be compressed [5, 19–27]. Thus, when applied to noisy
images, compression provides two fold benefits: it decreases
the image size considerably and reduces noise. Under certain
conditions (for properly selected parameters of compres-
sion), this can lead to additional positive outcomes as better
classification of noisy remote sensing data [28] and improved
diagnostic quality of medical images [3]. The authors of
the paper [22] state and demonstrate by examples that
compressed image visual quality can improve as well.
Note that denoising performed through compression
is not as eﬃcient as conventional filtering in terms of
PSNR [5, 25, 29]. Improvement of PSNR (IPSNR) achieved
through compression in optimal operation point (OOP),
where IPSNR is maximal, can reach 6 . . . 7 dB if a compressed
image does not contain too much texture regions and
noise is intensive [25]. Meanwhile, eﬃcient conventional
filters provide IPSNR of about 10 dB for the same noisy
images. This is the reason why it is often recommended
to apply prefiltering before compression [30, 31]. Although
such two-stage procedure is more eﬃcient in the sense of
providing better quality of decompressed images, it is more
complicated and time consuming. Because of this, we will
concentrate on direct application of compression to original
data.
Improvement of PSNR (IPSNR) by few dBs does not nec-
essarily lead to better visual quality of compressed images in
comparison to original, noisy ones. It has been demonstrated
in the paper [17] that PSNR improvement by few dBs by
means of noisy image filtering does not always result in better
visual quality of denoised images. However, it is possible to
expect that, under certain conditions, compression is able
to lead to better visual quality of compressed noisy images.
Thus, one goal of this paper is to analyze whether or not
improvement of visual quality is possible and under which
conditions.
Aforementioned IPSNR in compression of noisy images
also depends upon a type of noise and a coder used [25, 29].
To partly simplify the considered situation, assume that noise
is zero mean i.i.d. Gaussian. This model is often used as the
simplest one for optical, grayscale, and color images [32–34].
Better image coders produce larger IPSNR in the case
of compressing noisy image in OOP [25, 26]. Because of
this, for our study we have chosen the following three
coders: the wavelet-based coder SPIHT [35] and the DCT-
based coders AGU [36] and ADCTC [37] ( both available
at http://www.ponomarenko.info/). (these coders perform
considerably better than the standard JPEG. AGU [36] and
ADCTC [37] outperform JPEG2000 [38] on a set of standard
test images. Compression parameters for these three coders
can be easily varied. There are automatic procedures that
allow reaching OOP for them [25, 26]. Therefore, the second
goal of this paper is to compare eﬃciency of these coders
in terms of visual quality of compressed images and, if
possible, to give practical recommendations on how to set
coder parameters.
Note that there are many papers that consider visual
quality of lossy compressed images assumed noise-free [12,
16, 17]. There are less papers dealing with lossy compression
of noisy images [19–27]. However, we have not found papers
that concern lossy compression of noisy images with taking
into account visual quality metrics. The novelty of this paper
is in problem statement just in this manner.
The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 gives a brief
analysis of peculiarities of compression applied to noisy
images in terms of PSNR. Analyzed visual quality metrics
are described in Section 3. Image coders used for this study
and a methodology of their performance comparison are
given in Section 4. Simulation results and discussion are
presented in Section 5 and coder performance comparisons
and visual examples are given in Section 6. Besides, some
practical recommendations are presented there. Finally, the
conclusions follow.
2. Brief Analysis of Noisy Image Lossy
Compression in Terms of PSNR
Eﬃciency of image lossy compression is usually analyzed
in terms of rate-distortion curves. These curves represent
Dependencies of PSNR (or MSE) on bits per pixel (bpp) or
compression ratio (CR) where PSNR and MSE are calculated


















where N ,M denote an image size. {Ini j} in (2) relates to an
original image that, in general, is noisy, and {Idi j} denotes
the decompressed image. These curves for any coder have the
same general behavior: PSNR reduces (MSE increases) if bpp
becomes smaller (CR increases).
However, nontraditional quantitative criteria are com-
monly used in the analysis of lossy compression of images
corrupted by noise, at least, if one deals with studies for test
data. Suppose one has a noise-free test image {Infi j }, a noisy
image {Ini j} where noise is artificially added to {Infi j }, and
a decompressed image {Idi j} where compression is applied
to {Ini j}. Then it is also possible to calculate nontraditional
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The curves MSEnf(bpp) and PSNRnf(bpp) might behave
in a specific manner [23–27]. They often have minimum
and maximum, respectively. This means that according to
the criteria MSEnf and PSNRnf, the quality of decompressed
image with respect to noise-free can be better than the quality
of the image {Ini j}. This happens due to aforementioned noise
filtering eﬀect provided by lossy compression.
Figure 1 gives two examples of the considered Depen-
dencies obtained for the grayscale test image Lena corrupted
by Gaussian additive noise with variances σ2 = 200 and
σ2 = 50. Two coders are considered, namely, AGU [36] and
JPEG2000 [38]. The presented Dependencies confirm basic
statements given above in this section and in Introduction.
There are also other interesting observations. CR and bpp
that correspond to OOP (CROOP and bppOOP, resp.) depend
upon noise variance. For σ2 = 200, bppOOP is about 0.2 for
both coders whilst bppOOP is about 0.38 if σ
2 = 50. Thus,
larger CROOP can be provided if noise is more intensive (CR
=8/bpp). PSNRnf for the coder AGU is slightly larger than for
JPEG2000 for given σ2. IPSNRnf decreases if noise variance
increases. More detailed analysis is given in the paper [25].
Depending upon coder, the CR can be varied in diﬀerent
ways by one or another parameter controlling compression
(PCC). For DCT-based coders (variations of JPEG [14], the
coders AGU and ADCTC), CR is controlled by a quantization
step (QS) and it is quite diﬃcult to provide a desirable CR
since CR also depends upon the properties of the image to
be compressed. In turn, for JPEG2000 [38] and SPIHT [35],
the required CR can be approximately provided by setting
the corresponding desired bpp. In some applications this is
an obvious advantage of the modern wavelet-based coders
although, as it will be shown below, this is not the case for
the considered application. Note that for JPEG2000 it is also
possible to vary QS but not bpp although this is not the basic
option [38].
OOP (defined according to maximum of PSNRnf) or,
at least, its neighborhood can be attained automatically.
For example, for the coder AGU [36] one has to set a
quantization step as QSOOP ≈ 4.5σ [26]. To prove this,
Figure 2 presents Dependencies of MSEnf on QSn where
QSn = QS / σ . Three values of noise variance (Var) are
considered: σ2 = 50, 100, and 400. As it is seen, in all three
cases, minimal values of MSEnf are observed for QSn ≈ 4.5,
that is, for QSOOP ≈ 4.5σ . More details are given in the paper
[26].
Analysis of the plots in Figures 1 and 2 also shows the
following. Filtering eﬃciency of lossy compression increases
in terms of PSNRnf if noise variance increases. IPSNR is
about 5 . . . 6 dB for σ2 = 200 and about 2 . . . 3 dB if σ2 = 50








































Figure 1: Dependencies PSNRnf(bpp) and PSNRor(bpp) for
JPEG2000 and AGU for the test image Lena corrupted by additive
















Figure 2: Dependencies MSEnf(QSn) for the test image Barbara.
(Figure 1). IPSNR is about 3 dB for σ2 = 50 and 100 and
about 5.5 dB for σ2 = 400 for the test image Barbara
(Figure 2).
Then, if one has a priori knowledge on σ or it is estimated
in a blind manner with an appropriate accuracy [39, 40],
it becomes possible to reach OOP neighborhood of lossy
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compression in a fully automatic manner. Moreover, recently
it was shown that by setting QSOOP ≈ 5.5σ for AGU and
other DCT-based coder ADCTC [37] it is possible to provide
maximal probability of correct classification of compressed
multichannel remote sensing images corrupted by additive
noise [14]. These results allow expecting that OOP can exist
for other than conventional PSNR quality metrics and it can
be reached automatically.
3. Analyzed Visual Quality Metrics
It is well known that conventional quality metrics, such as
MSE, SNR and PSNR do not always correlate with image
visual quality [10, 14, 18, 41]. This resulted in starting
intensive design of other full-reference fidelity metrics.
Current situation in the field of designing full-reference
fidelity metrics is well characterized by the title of invited
talk of M. Pedersen at Color Imaging Symposium in Gjovik
(Norway, 2009) “111 Full-Reference Image Quality Metrics
and Still not Good Enough?” Thus, choice of a proper
visual quality metric for analysis and comparisons is always a
problem and can be argued. Because of this, we relied on data
and conclusions presented in the paper [17], where a com-
parison of 18 visual quality metrics have been performed for
several subsets of distortion types for the database TID2008
(available at http://www.ponomarenko.info/tid2008.htm). A
subset Safe allows considering the following seven types of
distortions: additive Gaussian white noise, spatially corre-
lated noise, high frequency noise, impulse noise, Gaussian
blur, distortions due to lossy compression by JPEG and
JPEG2000. The best performance (in the sense of largest
Spearman and Kendall correlation of a quality metric with
mean opinion score) for this subset was achieved by the
metrics PSNR-HVS-M, PSNR-HVS, and WSNR. Another
subset of distortion types called JPEG takes into account only
images compressed by JPEG and JPEG2000. For this subset,
the best results have been provided by PSNR-HVS-M, PSNR-
HVS, and MSSIM. WSNR was the fourth best. Thus, we have
decided to use these four visual quality metrics.
The visual quality metrics PSNR-HVS and PSNR-HVS-














where MSEHVSnf and MSE
HVS−M
nf are calculated for decom-
pressed and noise-free images taking into account several
aspects of HVS. Note that, similarly to PSNR, both PSNR-
HVS and PSNR-HVS-M are expressed in dB and their
larger values correspond to a better visual quality of images.
The metrics MSEHVSnf and, respectively, PSNR-HVS account
for diﬀerent sensitivity of human eyes to distortions in
low and high spatial frequencies similarly to what JPEG
standard does by using nonuniform quantization table [11,
14]. The metrics MSEHVS−Mnf and, respectively, PSNR-HVS-
M additionally take into consideration masking eﬀects [13].
The metrics WSNR (also expressed in dB) [18] and MSSIM
[16] are able to incorporate several peculiarities of HVS. Note
that MSSIM is changing in the limits from 0 to 1 (larger
values of MSSIM relate to a better visual quality).
These peculiarities of the metrics do not allow comparing
their values between each other. Since no one of them is
“perfect”, we have analyzed data for all four metrics and
drawn conclusions based on joint analysis.
4. Used Coders and Methodology of Their
Performance Comparison
Currently, many diﬀerent methods for image compression
are available. As it was already mentioned, for our analysis
we have selected three of them. The reasons for choosing
them are the following. First, we would like to consider
state-of-the-art methods. In this sense, the coders AGU and,
especially, ADCTC produce rate/distortion characteristics
comparable to or better than JPEG2000 and, consequently,
suﬃciently better performance than the standard JPEG [36,
37]. Second, all three considered coders are transform-based
ones, but AGU and ADCTC are based on DCT whilst SPIHT
exploits wavelets. Note that we would like to analyze visual
quality of noisy images compressed in a lossy manner for
diﬀerent transform-based compression methods. Third, the
coder SPIHT can be considered as a freely available version
of JPEG2000. Then, by comparing other coders to SPIHT it
is, in fact, possible to roughly compare their performance to
JPEG2000. Fourth, the considered coders use diﬀerent PCC
(QS and bpp). Thus, it is interesting to understand how to
manage these PCCs to provide appropriate visual quality of
compressed images.
Recall that the coder ADCTC [37] uses an optimized
partition scheme that contains square or specific rectangular
shape blocks. The coder AGU [36] uses fixed (32 × 32) size
blocks. Both coders employ context frequency modeling of
quantized DCT coeﬃcients and deblocking at decompres-
sion stage [42].
Due to applying a partition scheme, ADCTC is able to
adapt to compressed image content [43]. This adaptation
ability is demonstrated for the test image Barbara corrupted
by noise with σ2 = 100 (Figure 3(a)). The obtained partition
scheme is imposed over the image. QS is equal to 35,
that is, QS = 3.5σ . Larger size blocks are used for image
homogeneous regions or fragments with homogeneous
texture. In turn, smaller size blocks are mostly used for
heterogeneous regions. The provided CR =13. Note that par-
tition scheme depends upon QS. For larger QS and CR, less
number of small size blocks appears in optimized partition
scheme.
The compressed image is represented in Figure 3(b).
Noise filtering eﬀect is clearly seen especially in image homo-
geneous regions. This is a positive eﬀect. Some distortions
(slight smearing of sharp edges and details) are introduced.
These distortions are mostly due to quantization of DCT
coeﬃcients and this is a negative eﬀect. Joint contribution
of these two eﬀects determines quality of compressed images
and it depends upon QS. However, it is diﬃcult to derive
parameters and statistics of these distortions analytically.
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Table 1: Sets of the used bpp for the coder SPIHT for the considered test images and noise variances.
Test image σ2 b = 0.5 b = 1.5 b = 2.5 b = 3.5 b = 4.5 b = 5.5 b = 6.5
Baboon
50 4.41 2.87 2.17 1.72 1.35 1.07 0.88
100 4.09 2.54 1.86 1.40 1.02 0.76 0.59
Barbara
50 3.71 2.19 1.52 1.03 0.63 0.48 0.39
100 3.54 2.03 1.38 0.86 0.48 0.35 0.27
GoldHill
50 3.72 2.20 1.53 1.03 0.64 0.44 0.33
100 3.53 2.02 1.36 0.84 0.44 0.29 0.21
(a)
(b)
Figure 3: Noisy image Barbara and partition scheme for the coder
ADCTC (a), compressed image with QS = 3.5σ (b).
Performance of the considered coders can be compared
in diﬀerent ways. For example, it is possible to obtain Depen-
dencies of the considered visual quality metrics on bpp. This
is a good option for the coder SPIHT for which bpp (bit rate)
serves as PCC. But this is not the best option for the coders
AGU and ADCTC where QS serves as PCC. Thus, to compare
performances of the coders ADCTC and AGU, PCC was set
for them as QS = bσ where a factor b was chosen equal to
0.5, 1.5, 2.5, 3.5, 4.5, 5.5, and 6.5. The use of larger b leads
to larger QS and, respectively, larger CR. Note that for the
same QS and compressed image the coder ADCTC provides
approximately 1.03 . . . 1.07 larger CR than AGU [28].
It is more complicated to compare performance of the
SPIHT coder to AGU and ADCTC. For this purpose, we
have first carried out compression of a given noisy image by
the coder AGU with the values of QS defined above. Then
we have determined the values of CR provided by AGU and
recalculated them to the corresponding values of bpp. After
this, SPIHT coder has been applied with setting the calcu-
lated set of bpp. The obtained sets are presented in Table 1.
Consider, for example, the case σ2 = 100. As it is
seen from analysis of data in Table 1, for the same QS (or,
equivalently, the same b) the image GoldHill is compressed
slightly better than the image Barbara and suﬃciently better
than the image Baboon.
5. Simulation Results Analysis and Discussion
Since the studies of visual quality for lossy compressed noisy
images are at their initial stage, we have decided to restrict
ourselves by analyzing grayscale images without a necessity to
consider peculiarities of HVS dealing with color perception.
Three standard 512×512 pixels test images have been chosen,
namely, Baboon, Barbara, and Goldhill which are suﬃciently
diﬀerent in content.
Since most typical practical values of additive noise
variance are within the limits from 25 to 200 [32, 34] in our
experiments we consider variances σ2 = 50 and σ2 = 100.
White Gaussian noise with the aforementioned variances was
generated and added to the test images Baboon, Barbara,
Goldhill providing six noisy images in total. After this, each
image has been compressed by all three coders with several
compression ratios.
Below we show Dependencies of PSNR, PSNR-HVS,
PSNR-HVS-M, and WSNR on b at the same plot (since all
these metrics are expressed in dB) for the coders AGU and
ADCTC. Similarly, we present all these Dependencies on bpp
for the coder SPIHT. Dependencies of MSSIM on b or bpp
will be presented in Tables.
Let us start from the simplest case, the test image Gold-
Hill. The plots are presented in Figures 4 and 5 as well as in
Table 2. First, it is worth noting that for σ2 = 100 maximum
value of the standard PSNR takes place. For the coders
ADCTC and AGU these maxima are observed for b about 4,
that is, for QS ≈ 40. Recall that in the paper [26] it was rec-
ommended to set QS = 4.5σ for the coders with QS used as
PCC. For the SPIHT, the maximum of PSNR is also observed.
This happens for bpp about 0.44 that corresponds to QS ≈
45 for the coder AGU (see PSNR curve in Figure 5 and































Figure 4: Dependencies of metrics on b for the image Goldhill, σ2 = 100, for the coders AGU (a) and ADCTC (b).
Table 2: Metrics Dependencies on b for the image Goldhill, σ2 = 50, coder ADCTC.
b PSNR, dB PSNR-HVS, dB PSNR-HVS-M, dB WSNR, dB MSSIM
0.5 31.06 31.06 35.19 37.64 0.9724
1.5 30.92 30.69 34.67 37.07 0.9709
2.5 31.84 30.59 34.25 36.42 0.9733
3.5 32.58 30.33 33.58 35.48 0.9741
4.5 32.22 29.59 32.51 34.47 0.9701
5.5 31.55 28.72 31.39 33.47 0.9635
6.5 30.91 27.86 30.31 32.48 0.9562
data in Table 1). These results confirm that OOPs (according
to PSNR criterion) exist for diﬀerent coders.
It is also seen in Figure 4(b) that, at least, one visual
quality metric, PSNR-HVS, similarly to the standard PSNR,
has a maximum value for the coder ADCTC although this
maximum is not sharp. This maximum is observed for b ≈
3.5, that is, for slightly smaller values of b than for standard
PSNR. Thus, we can state that there exist such situations
(images, noise variances and, at least, one visual quality
metric) that OOP for them is observed. For the coder AGU,
the values of PSNR-HVS remain almost constant for b < 3.5,
for larger b they start decreasing.
For other visual quality metrics, there are no maxima
(OOP) for the image Goldhill if σ2 = 100. All of them
by increasing b have monotonically decreasing character.
Besides, by comparing the corresponding Dependencies
for the coders AGU and ADCTC, one can see that all
characteristics of ADCTC are slightly better than for AGU
for all considered range of CR. Note that maximum of the
metric MSSIM also exists for SPIHT.
Analysis of Dependencies in Figure 5 shows that for the
coder SPIHT all visual quality metrics do not have maxima.
For bpp > 0.44, they decrease slowly. Then, for smaller bpp,
reduction becomes faster.
Let us consider now the case of σ2 = 50. The
results for the ADCTC are presented in Table 2 for image
Goldhill. As seen, the standard PSNR again has a maximum
observed for b ≈ 3.5. PSNR-HVS, PSNR-HVS-M, and
WSNR monotonically reduce if b increases as in the case
of σ2 = 100 (see plots in Figure 4). The metric MSSIM
has maximum and, again, it is observed for b ≈ 3.5. Thus,
according to the metric MSSIM, OOP can also exist. For the
coders AGU and SPIHT all Dependencies are monotonically
decreasing.
Let us consider now the most complex test image,
Baboon. The plots of quality metrics for the case σ2 = 50 are
presented for the coders AGU and ADCTC in Figure 6. As it
is seen, for these test image and noise variance, all considered
metrics decrease if b (and, resp., CR) increases. Note that
speed of reducing increases if b becomes larger. This can
be explained as follows. Positive eﬀect of noise filtering is
less than negative eﬀect of introduced distortions for this
case since noise is not too intensive and image content is
complex. For the coder SPIHT, the situation is the same,
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Table 3: Metrics Dependencies on b for the image Baboon, σ2 = 100, ADCTC.
b PSNR, dB PSNR-HVS, dB PSNR-HVS-M, dB WSNR, dB MSSIM
0.5 28.07 28.04 32.75 35.57 0.9701
1.5 27.73 27.53 32.03 34.93 0.9674
2.5 27.85 27.06 31.25 34.02 0.9666
3.5 27.76 26.40 30.22 33.05 0.9639
4.5 27.11 25.49 28.96 31.91 0.9563
5.5 26.29 24.52 27.67 30.85 0.9450















Figure 5: Dependencies of metrics on bpp for the image Goldhill,
σ2 = 100, for the coder SPIHT.
that is, according to all metrics, decompressed image quality
becomes poorer if bpp decreases.
Table 3 presents data for the coder ADCTC for the image
Baboon, and σ2 = 100. As it can be seen, all metrics
also reduce when b and CR increase. The same tendencies
hold for other coders. This means that for complex images
like Baboon lossy compression mainly leads to reduction of
their visual quality even if they are originally noisy. This
observation raises a task of analyzing content of an image
before compression and setting proper parameters of a coder.
This can be a topic of future research.
Let us now analyze data obtained for the test image
Barbara. A part of the obtained results is given in Tables
4 and 5. According to the data in Table 4 (the coder AGU,
σ2 = 50), the metrics PSNR and MSSIM have maxima for
b = 4.5. Concerning the metrics PSNR-HVS, PSNR-HVS-
M, and WSNR, they all monotonically decrease but for b
less than 3.5 the dependence is almost flat. Similar results
are observed for the coders ADCTC and SPIHT. For the
coder ADCTC, the maximum of PSNR-HVS is observed for
b = 3.5.
In turn, Table 5 presents data for the coder SPIHT, σ2 =
100. In this case, OOPs are observed for the metrics PSNR,
PSNR-HVS, and MSSIM. Interestingly, bpp for these OOPs
almost coincide (all of them are observed for bpp about
0.85). Thus, since several metrics show improvement of
visual quality for the same OOP it is possible to state that
it really takes place.
For the coder AGU, maximum of MSSIM takes place for
b = 4.5. Maxima of PSNR-HVS, PSNR-HVS-M, and MSSIM
are observed for the coder ADCTC, all for b = 3.5.
Concluding analysis, it is possible to state the following.
First, OOPs can be observed in cases of lossy compression
of noisy images not only for the standard metric PSNR,
but also for other metrics (PSNR-HVS, MSSIM) that take
into account HVS. Second, these OOPs can take place for
coders that are based both on wavelets (e.g., SPIHT) and
DCT (e.g., AGU). Third, it is more probable to have OOP
in cases of compressing simpler structure images corrupted
by noise with quite large variance. In opposite cases,
Dependencies of visual quality metrics are monotonically
decreasing functions of CR. Fourth, most often OOPs are
observed for b = 3.5 if a coder PCC is QS or for the
corresponding bpp. If one follows this recommendation for
a simple image, a coder provides lossy compression in a
neighborhood of OOP (in the sense of visual quality of
a compressed noisy image). If a compressed image has a
complex structure, then lossy compression with QS = 3.5σ
will lead to small degradation of compressed image visual
quality (see, e.g., data for the image Baboon). The latter
conclusion serves as a prerequisite for automatic procedure
of noisy image lossy compression.
6. Coder Performance Comparison, Visual
Examples, and Practical Recommendations
Although Figures 4 and 6 allow carrying out some com-
parisons of coder performance, we prefer to present more
thorough analysis. Figure 7 demonstrates Dependencies of
the metric PSNR-HVS for all three considered methods of
compression for the image Goldhill, σ2 = 100. As seen,
ADCTC provides, in general, better visual quality (according
to the metric PSNR-HVS) than other coders for the most
interesting area of b < 4.5. Note that two benefits are
provided in this case. First, PSNR-HVS is improved in
comparison to the original noisy image or, equivalently, to
the original image compressed in a lossless manner. Second,
for b = 3.5 the coder AGU provides CR =9.5 and the
coder ADCTC has CR =10. This means that CR is about 7
times larger than for lossless compression (RAR produces CR



































Figure 6: Dependencies of metrics on b for the image Baboon for the coders AGU (a) and ADCTC (b), σ2 = 50.
Table 4: Results for the image Barbara for the coder AGU, σ2 = 50.
b PSNR, dB PSNR-HVS, dB PSNR-HVS-M, dB WSNR, dB MSSIM
0.5 31.06 31.00 35.09 37.61 0.9697
1.5 30.78 30.60 34.58 37.08 0.9680
2.5 30.85 30.25 34.01 36.27 0.9675
3.5 32.19 30.34 33.82 35.53 0.9739
4.5 32.83 30.18 33.41 34.76 0.9768
5.5 32.50 29.72 32.81 34.05 0.9761















Figure 7: Dependencies of PSNR-HVS on b for diﬀerent coders,
σ2 = 100, image Goldhill.
=1.13, ZIP gives CR =1.12, RKIM has CR =1.35, JPEG-LS
provides CR =1.34).
Let us give the corresponding example. Figures 8(a)
and 8(b) present the noise-free and noisy image Goldhill,
respectively. In turn, Figures 8(c) and 8(d) demonstrate
compressed images for the coders ADCTC and AGU,
respectively, for the optimal QS = 35. Noise is visually
seen in the image in Figure 8(b) and, certainly, it degrades
image visual quality. For both coders, image filtering eﬀect
is well observed, especially in the upper part that corre-
sponds to sky. Slightly better visual quality of the image in
Figure 8(c) appears itself in sharper edges and details due
to using partition scheme that allows adapting to an image
content.
Let us analyze coder performance in terms of another
metric. Figure 9 presents Dependencies of PSNR-HVS and
WSNR on b for the test image Barbara (σ2 = 100). According
to the metric PSNR-HVS (Figure 9(a)), the coder ADCTC
again outperforms other coders for the considered range of
b from 2 to 5.5. ADCTC is slightly better according to the
metric WSNR as well (Figure 9(b)). However, for no one of
the considered coders maximum is observed.
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Figure 8: Image Goldhill: (a) noise-free, (b) noisy, σ2 = 100, (c) compressed by ADCTC, b = 3.5, (d) compressed by AGU b = 3.5.
Table 5: Results for the image Barbara for the coder SPIHT, σ2 =100.
bpp PSNR, dB PSNR-HVS, dB PSNR-HVS-M, dB WSNR, dB MSSIM
3.5435 28.29 28.19 31.71 34.64 0.9482
2.0322 28.48 28.01 31.37 34.12 0.9481
1.3768 29.01 28.25 31.56 34.10 0.9526
0.8567 30.07 28.23 31.15 33.06 0.9613
0.4779 29.70 27.65 30.38 32.50 0.9616
0.3445 28.68 26.25 28.55 30.35 0.9490
0.272 27.88 25.60 27.82 30.06 0.9401
It might seem that according to the metrics PSNR-HVS-
M and WSNR, compression does not produce improvement
in any case (for any image, coder, and noise variance). Taking
into account previous results of our studies reported above,
we decided to consider larger variance of noise for the test
image Goldhill.
The obtained Dependencies of PSNR-HVS-M and
WSNR on b for σ2 = 200 are presented in Figure 10.
An-alysis shows that PSNR-HVS-M has maximum for the
coder ADCTC and, again, it is observed for b = 3.5
(Figure 10(a)). Thus, there are practical situations when
PSNR-HVS-M has OOP similarly to other visual quality
metrics. On the contrary, Dependencies of WSNR on b
remain monotonically decreasing (Figure 10(b)).
Consider the most complicated case—the textural test
image Baboon corrupted by not very intensive noise with
variance 50. Due to masking eﬀect [13], noise is seen
only in the central part of this image (see Figure 11(b)).
If lossy compression is applied, filtering eﬀect is observed
in this part (see compressed images in Figure 11(c) for
the coder ADCTC, b = 3.5, and in Figure 11(d) for the
coder SPIHT, bpp =1.52). In other parts of the compressed
image Baboon no or very small visual distortions are
observed.


























































Figure 10: Dependencies of PSNR-HVS-M (a) and WSNR (b) on b for diﬀerent coders, σ2 = 200, image Goldhill.
In aggregate, the presented results show that if it is
desirable to compress images corrupted by additive noise
with good visual quality, it is expedient to carry out
compression with setting QS = 3.5σ for coders controlled
by quantization step. It is possible to perform in automatic
manner if, at the first stage, noise standard deviation estimate
σ̂a is obtained in a blind manner. Thus, for the AGU and
ADCTC, automatic compression can be done quite easily.
If a coder CR is controlled by bpp as this is usually done
for SPIHT and JPEG2000, the situation is more complicated.
However, there are several ways out. First, wavelet-based
coders, in general, also allow setting quantization step and it
should be proportional to σa (if known a priori) or to its esti-
mate σ̂a. Proportionality factor depends upon an algorithm
that is used for wavelet coeﬃcient normalization in a given
coder. Second, it is possible to use AGU with QS = 3.5σ , to
determine CRAGU for it, and then to set bpp = 8/CRAGU for
SPIHT or JPEG2000. This possibility takes into account the
fact that the coders AGU and SPIHT or JPEG2000 provide
approximately the same CR. Drawbacks of this method are
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Figure 11: The image Baboon: (a) noise-free image, (b) noisy, σ2 = 50, (c) compressed by ADCTC, b = 3.5, (d) compressed by SPIHT, bpp
=1.52.
that one needs to have AGU at disposal and compression is
to be carried out twice, first time by AGU and later by SPIHT
or JPEG2000. The third way is the following. In the paper
[25], an iterative procedure was proposed for providing a
given PSNR or MSE for a compressed image with respect
to original one (subject to compression). We propose to
apply this procedure for providing MSE ≈ 0.8σ̂2a where
MSE is calculated for a compressed/decompressed image
with respect to the corresponding noisy one (see equation
(2)). Note that this procedure assumes carrying out multiple
compression/decompression until bpp that produces MSE ≈
0.8σ̂2a is reached. The procedure should be started from
rather large bpp1 (about 6 for 8-bit images) and continued
with bppi = bppi−1 − Δbpp where Δbpp means step of bpp
reduction, bppi denotes bpp used at ith iteration.
Summarizing the obtained results and taking into
account practical aspects of lossy compression, it is possible
to conclude the following. In the sense of better visual
quality and larger compression ratio, the coder ADCTC is
preferable. However, AGU and, especially, ADCTC require
more computations and, in fact, they can be considered
as some extended versions of JPEG. Meanwhile, although
JPEG2000 is a new standard, it is not yet widely used.
Therefore, practical choice for an appropriate coder is an
open question and it depends on application at hand and
priority of requirements.
7. Conclusions
Analysis of the obtained results demonstrates that according
to the visual quality metrics MSSIM, PSNR-HVS, and PSNR-
HVS-M, maxima of these metrics can exist in the case of
compressing images corrupted by additive noise. If PCC for
a coder is quantization step, then a recommended choice
is setting QS = 3.5σ . Aforementioned maxima might
(but not necessarily) take place for relatively simple images
corrupted by rather intensive noise. For highly textural
images corrupted by not intensive noise, Dependencies of
metrics on QS are monotonically decreasing. However, even
in these cases the choice QS = 3.5σ is reasonable. This means
that CR should be adapted to noise statistics.
The coder ADCTC provides the best visual quality of
compressed images among the considered coders.
Probably, it is also desirable to adapt to global character-
istics (complexity, context) of images to be compressed. For
highly textural images, it might be reasonable to set slightly
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smaller quantization steps. However, it is not clear yet how
such preclassification of images (more or less complicated)
can be carried out.
In future, we plan to consider more complex models
of noise and to analyze color images. According to recom-
mendation of anonymous reviewer, we also plan to consider
images that contain text and radiological images. Besides,
it is worth obtaining statistics of visual quality metrics for
a considerably larger number of test images to make our
recommendations more practical and reliable.
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